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T

he poetry landscape changed during 2013. We lost Denis O’Driscoll and
Seamus Heaney. We miss them.
In Galway Accurate Measurements, Doire’s collection of Adam White’s
poetry, was shortlisted for the Forward Prize. And North Beach Poetry Nights
will live on, but only in the archival memory of all who were there. This
performance poetry platform went through several incarnations, alongside
changes in the genre, but it has come to an end. A big round ofapplause to John
Walsh, and Lisa Frank, for all they did to keep it going.
The Over The Edge tenth anniversary year has not been quiet – in particular
there was the launch of the Over The Edge Anthology, edited by Susan Millar
DuMars and published by Salmon. It includes poetry and prose from forty
authors who have been published for the first time since they read at the
monthly library readings. Anthology launcher Pat Mc Mahon, a mainstay to
those occasions, told how there was often an audience of 100 (he put away the
chairs!). The former County Librarian for Galway, his retirement during 2013 is
another change.
The landscape of the editorial team is shifting too: Marie Cadden and Bernie
Crawford have played a big part in bringing this issue to publication. Our threelegged stool is growing more legs for the future.
Some timeline shape-shifting had the Dromineer Festival bring Kay Ryan to
read in Nenagh in August 2013. We are honoured by being able to bring you an
interview with this Pullitzer prize-winning US Laureate.
For future issues we welcome possible poems for our masterclass, review
proposals, poetry and art submissions.
The Eds.
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WINNING POEM FROM THE 2013 OVER THE EDGE NEW WRITER OF THE YEAR COMPETITION

Breda Wall Ryan
Inheritors

What thou lov’st well is thy true heritage. Cantos LXXXI, Ezra Pound

We could show you the holt
where the otter lies up,
we could show you his run,
his fishbony spraint,
but we won’t: we keep schtum

The cot handles light; built
for this old, slow water, she draws
less than a swan.
We know the mudbanks, we’ve seen
men sink in the stink,

where the old trout waits out the heat
under the bank, a five pounder
wise to the ways ofthe rod man
stood hours in his rubbers
out in the channel,

so we step light where the tide
leaves the slob muscled and ridged.
We haul up out ofsight
ofthe bailiff, give him the slip
on the backroads,

up to his tricks with iron blue
and stonefly, taking a dozen
brown trout on the fly,
hooked, played, landed,
trapped in a keep-net,

headlights switched off
and the boot scraping the tarmac,
weighed down with salmon and grilse
shiny as tin, packed head to tail.
Ifsome four-star chefdoesn’t ask

weighed, ogled, photographed,
set back in the water air-stunned,
barely alive, to survive ifthey can.
You won’t find us in the Angling Times
waving our first-of-the-season.

for our tags, we let him haggle us down
to the price in our heads.
Let twisted writs call us outlaws,
we’re common-law heirs
to boatmen, stroke haulers,

We reckon weight by girth. Tiddlers
go over the side for heron and otter.
Our keepers are head-to-tail muscle
like a man’s thigh. A smack ofthe priest
stops them drowning in air.

snap netters, our line
reaches back before Cromwell;
we claiming our birthright
with double-wound snare,
with gaff-hook and snap-net.

From the wooden bridge at Fiddown
to the stone span at Kilsheelan,
this river is ours, our veins
run blue with her water.
We’re tied to Suir tides,

We take our young in the cot,
show them what’s theirs,
teach them the patience ofherons,
the stealth ofthe rat,
the speed ofthe otter,

up before dawn, out in our boots,
blowing our nails, shooting nets
on our stretch ofpigeon-grey water,
minding no bye-laws, no quotas:
taking what’s wild is not thieving.

how to ambush a two-winter salmon
and tickle a trout till he’s drowsy,
then, quick as eels,
hook a thumb through his gills
and land him in the pan for supper.

We pay our dues
in bronchial coughs and rheumatics,
in rescues and drownings.
We know the currents, we’re there
when the bodies surface.

They’ll know the kingfisher’s burrow,
the shoals ofhorsehair-thin elvers
wriggling upstream, the strong
silver-quick eels setting out
on the 6000 miles to Sargasso.

We know the channels and runnels,
the cuts and eddies and undertows.
Our slim double-ender glides
where the river spreads thin
as a silk slip past the sally islands.

We’ll dawdle downriver,
find a spot to haul up in the shade,
pluck a lapful ofholes from the air,
knot them together to make
nets to go fishing come Monday.

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Breda Wall Ryan’s poetry is widely published in journals and anthologies. A featured poet in Authors and Artists Introductions Series, she has been twice shortlisted for Mslexia and Fish Poetry Prizes and won the inaugural
UCD Anthology Prize, Poets Meet Painters Competition and iYeats Poetry Award 2013. Her collection And Other Poems was awarded joint 3rd in the Patrick Kavanagh Awards 2013.
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Simon Lewis
Facade

Seated on a former pew, kneelers removed,
a local group take turns to thank a man
for the chance to read at a former altar,
each giving a sermon – the ex-army officer
remembering when a gun was pressed
against his face by a former schoolmate
and how he thought he was going to die
but was rescued by a fluke detection
ofhis lazy eye. Is that you Andy?
the final line ofa twenty minute saga
before the next guy traipses up
to bless me with an ornate ode to a tulip

Ghosts by Dagmar Drabent

in the former Yugoslavia. I stare
at stained-glass, the ceiling facade,
the remnants ofa chancel leading up
to another boring remembrance and I wish
for a priest to take to the stage. At least
with Mass you knew when it would end.

Ross Donlon

Riddle # 107 – From the Boyle Annals*

I am the way into friendship,
subject ofwhat passes for talk
when talk is over,
changing daily, hourly,
sometimes within a minute.
Sometimes disregarded,
prayed to on occasion,
I am backdrop
to every act on the human stage
but can quickly become the only news there is.
Messengers
rise from your underworld
trying to reach me,
emissaries more frail than confetti
never sure what they’ll find.
Their pale hands gesture tentatively
before my power. You shield your eyes,
paying obsequies to the only real and visible god
for whom, unthinking, you dress
as slaves every day ofyour life.
* Translation from the Irish ofan unwritten, unrecorded medieval riddle.
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Simon Lewis is from Dublin and has been living in Carlow for the last ten years. He has been longlisted for the Fish Poetry competition (2013) and will be published in New Planet Cabaret (November 2013) and Boyne
Berries (April 2014).
Dagmar Drabent, originally from Germany, is an artist and therapist and at the moment is studying for a PhD in German Literature at NUI Galway.
Ross Donlon is an Australian poet who has read at state festivals in Australia, the Wenlock Poetry Festival in England and in Galway and Cork. He is winner of international poetry competitions and spoken-word events in
Australia. Extracts from his latest book, The Blue Dressing Gown , were produced for national radio in Australia in 2013.
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Peter Branson

Caroline Bracken

Footprints

Dressing Up

Bath Abbey, 2013

Hush! Can you hear? The rumours rise, like smoke
between these ancient ledger stones, or hushed
plain song from choirs ofoutraged misericords.
This reliquary oftangled crumbling bone
bears witness to Victorian poor taste
and botched repair. Despoiled, like broken crock
in rubbish dumps, six thousand burials
reduced to honeycomb has left huge voids
beneath the massive pillars that support
the roof. These must be plugged, holes drilled to sound
bedrock or foundings ofthe Norman church,
the glass refilled, until last orders time
brings murmurs offootfalls, when ghosts redeem
these hashed remains beyond last trumpet call.

I clacked in heels, the ones with silver bows,
clip-on earrings squeezed my tiny lobes,
your astrakhan cape draped over my shoulders,
I bowed, collecting thrown red roses.
My fingers fished for treasure, pearls and bags,
soft black silk gloves or mirrored powder puffs,
a ruby ring or shawl with Parisian tags,
the Marilyn blonde wig or rabbit muff.
My foostering unearthed your secret notes and books,
some smelling ofOxfam shops, all well hidden.
The years offog, ofwords and stolen looks
were spelled out clear. I knelt and breathed them in.
I packed away your finery and jewels,
accessories, suspender-belts and shoes.

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

G

POETS FOR SALE: ALL OFFERS CONSIDERED
Kevin Higgins

ood poems are products of imaginations not
governed by fashion or fear. They must make
their way, though, in a world that is not at all free.
Poetry events, magazines and publishers rely on
sponsorship for their continued existence. The main
sponsors for most in Ireland are The Arts Council
and the various local authorities. The Arts Council is
answerable to government and whoever is in office;
most politicians are a bit philistine.
Concern for apparent majority opinion can lead
such bodies to give too much credence to those who
do little actual work, and so have time to lobby.
Anyone who, for example, approaches a member of
Galway City Council to ask them to support their
annual Arts Grant application should surely be
rewarded by being disqualified entirely, as would be
the case ifthey applied for a job with the Council and
approached a Councillor to intervene in support of
their job application. That would pretty quickly be
the end ofthat.
A more complex issue is corporate sponsorship.
The ‘New Irish Writing’ pages, from which the
Hennessy Award shortlist is drawn, lately have a new
home: The Irish Independent. This essential platform
for emerging writers is now hosted by, in my opinion,
the most vile right wing rag in the country. It’s the
newspaper which was owned by William Martin
Murphy, leader of the employers in the 1913

Lockout, and its politics have changed little since. If
the ‘New Irish Writing’ pages had existed and been
hosted by the Indo at the time, would they have
published W.B. Yeats’ poem ‘September 1913’ had he
submitted it to them? Without having to be told, the
editor would no doubt have instead published some
nice poem about kittens or dandelions or Fionn
MacCool.
Do poets and literary organisations contaminate
themselves by seeking sponsorship? If we make
ourselves sycophants, if we self-censor, then yes.
Better to don a G-string or mankini and fund your
literary endeavours by going on the game one night a
week than strangle your own voice. Would I suggest
that poets boycott the ‘New Irish Writing’ pages
because they are now hosted by a newspaper mostly
owned by the not-at-all-self-made-tax-avoiding Denis
O’Brien? No. But if you have an uncomplimentary
poem about a tax-avoiding billionaire who shall, of
course, remain nameless, then the week you win the
Hennessy Award you should make sure said poem is
published somewhere prominent. There are loads of
online outlets you can try. Drop me an email and I’ll
help. By all means shake the Devil’s hand if needs be,
but slip a knife into his back ifyou get the chance.
You might think ‘Kevin Higgins would never
offend one of his own sponsors’. In 2011 Senator
Fidelma Healy Eames sponsored the Over The Edge

New Writer of The Year competition. Fidelma, sadly,
took an extreme reactionary anti position on
abortion in the wake of the controversy which blew
up following the death of Savita Halappanavar. I
wrote several poems taking the opposite point ofview
and Over The Edge organised a successful reading in
support ofthe Pro-Choice cause. In October Fidelma
supported (on Facebook) the decision ofthe Catholic
Church to exclude her former party colleague,
Dublin TD Derek Keating, from being a Eucharistic
minister in his local church because ofhis vote for the
government’s limited abortion bill. An online
discussion followed, to which I contributed. Among
Fidelma’s defenders was Johnny Benson. At one point
I paraphrased what Christopher Hitchens said on the
death of Reverend Jerry Falwell: ‘if Little Johnny
Benson and Senator Eames expired simultaneously in
each other's arms, and were each given an enema, they
could with ease be buried in the same matchbox.’ I
don’t expect Senator Eames will sponsor us again.
This might mean that I’ll be forced to sell myselfto
rotund gentlemen farmers next race week. At least
such transactions rarely have political strings
attached. And that is as it always absolutely must be
when it comes to funding poetry.

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Peter Branson’s work has appeared in Acumen, Agenda, Ambit, Anon, Envoi, London Magazine, Warwick Review, Iota, Frogmore Papers, Crannóg, Columbia Review, Able Muse, Barnwood and Other Poetry. Following books
in 2008 and 2012 (Caparison Press) his latest book, Red Hill, Selected Poems, was published recently by Lapwing, Ireland. He has won first prizes in the Grace Dieu and Envoi.
Caroline Bracken was winner ofthe 2013 Writing.ie/Anam Cara international poetry competition, chosen by Leanne O'Sullivan. She was one oftwelve poets selected by Jane Yeh to attend her poetry workshop at this year's
Mountains to Sea festival in Dún Laoghaire. She is currently studying creative writing and poetry under the guidance ofShirley McClure in Bray, Co. Wicklow.
Kevin Higgins’ poetry features in the anthology Identity Parade – New British and Irish Poets (Bloodaxe, 2010). Mentioning The War, a collection of his essays and reviews, was published by Salmon in April, 2012. Kevin’s
fourth collection ofpoetry, The Ghost In The Lobby, will have its Irish launch in April.
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Mary Melvin Geoghegan
Glastonbury 2013

Mick Jagger looks, except for the face
as skinny as ever, the other band members
unfortunately, though probably normal for blokes their age.
‘You Can’t Always Get What You Want’
hoping their next song will be –
and as soon as that chord thumps out
I’m back at the Office Christmas Party
dancing with the Jesus Christ look alike with
a string ofblue beads like sweat at his throat
and some leather contraption on his wrist.
And as the familiar loop explodes again and again
I jump up twisting and shaking
turn up the sound to my full
SATISFACTION!

Alyn Fenn
Sighle Meehan
First Date

You wait beyond the laurels
by the far wall where rhubarb
strays into cabbage plants,
try to whistle like a blackbird.
My mother smiles into her ironing
as I hurry through the kitchen
my hands hiding the glint
ofher turquoise beads on my neck,
the ‘sizzling pink’ lipstick.
We walk a path where dust is warm
and drifts in daydreams,
keep to our separate hedges
all the way to the lake.
Your hair is quiffed with soap, you wear
a biker’s tee, your brother’s, home
from Glasgow.
We skim flat stones over the water
as evening turns to lilac. I wonder
ifyou’ll hold my hand.
You email, say you’re passing through,
would like to meet,
a Michelin star restaurant,
condense the years in silk and mohair,
steam-roll the ruts ofmemory
with your Merc.
I say I’m out oftown.

Romeo Can’t Compete

My son, age fifteen, is studying
Romeo and Juliet for his Junior Cert.
Sadly, his English teacher,
his mother, and Shakespeare
have all failed to inspire
in him any regard for this play.
He thinks Romeo is ‘stupid’.
He thinks Juliet is ‘stupid’.
He thinks the play is ‘stupid’.
The only character he admires is Tybalt
who, as far as I can make out
from reading snippets ofthe text,
and from CliffNotes, is a villain.
Maybe that’s why my son
likes him, my son being
something ofa savage
himself. He spends hours
playing games on his Xbox 360 –
Gears ofWar, Grand Theft Auto, Mortal Kombat,
hurling Molotov cocktails, hijacking cars,
mowing down pedestrians
(mostly elderly or pregnant women),
exploding their guts on the tarmac,
beating hookers to death in the back seat,
dousing dogs with gasoline
and setting them on fire,
decapitating cops with shovels,
and blowing offlimbs with a machine gun.
In these circumstances
I suppose it’s no wonder
a wuss like Romeo
struggles to compete.

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Mary Melvin Geoghegan has had four collections published to date: The Bright Unknown, Abbeycartron Epiphanies, When They Come Home, and Say it Like a Paragraph, Bradshaw Books, Cork 2012. She has been
published widely including Poetry Ireland Review, The Sunday Times, The SHOp, Studies,The Stinging Fly, The Stony Thursday Book, The Moth and Crannóg. In 2013 she won the Longford Literary Award for Poetry.
Sighle Meehan has been writing poetry since 2011. She was shortlisted for the Over the Edge New Writer of the Year in 2011 and 2012 and longlisted for the Desmond O’Grady poetry competition in 2013. Her work has
been published in Skylight 47, The Galway Advertiser and Boyne Berries.
Alyn Fenn is a painter living in West Cork. She has been writing poetry since 2005. She has had poems published in Southword, the SHOp, Acumen, The Stony Thursday Book, Borderlines, The Moth and The Stinging Fly.
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Derek Coyle

Sarah O'Toole

My culchie from Sicily
could have been a farmer’s son
who’s wandered in from Piazza Navona
with cherries, grapes, pears.
We were bored in the evening
and I suggested the white towel as toga –
I’d seen them on statues in the old quarter.
You’d want to have seen Mario
– he had that kind oflook
when he was drunk.
We laughed at our mangy landlord,
‘Monsignor Salad’ served up tomatoes and lettuce
as appetizer, entrée, and dessert.
Sometimes I looked at him, slyly, after a shower.
I suggested he loosen the toga, the silk belt.
I think I even leant forward and did it.
I could smell his hair, his skin. It was sweet.

And slowly it starts to seem more far away
far back as birth, those months and months ofdarkness
in a dark womb ofsadness, ofstaring and stillness
ofdesires still-born, ofstale and rumpled bedclothes

Mario Minniti

Wreathed in Pink

Clothed like a child in patterned pink pyjamas
(a cloying pink, like friends, like lies,
like innocence), then the sharp fall after betrayal
into the red ever-after and never-gone ofshame
Ashamed to sit there, crumpling versions ofthe future
(the future glaring, a mess ofaborted blueprints)
even the deepest blue failed to expire a melancholy
which would inspire a teenager to sing a song ofcolour
There is no colour to describe the shade
ofthe shades and revenants that roamed my horizon
in my horizontal world, everything flat and on its back
back to the start again, contracted to deny what the adult knows
And at that nadir ofcontraction, pangs are universal, so
my universe burst, and what was born
was born ofa single heart-rose, ofa different pink
blooming indifferently by an open window.

K. J. Nolan
Flavescent

A colourable moon perspires down
on a foreign country.
A road surrounds an Anglican church;
the door swings open and a distant high-pitched sound gets higher.
The air is wet with Ave Marias, a solitary singer searchingly fingers her soul and moans low while city foxes dash by dizzy and wild-eyed with questioning snouts.
Sitting near on footpath
are two people, in love, smiling at each other, knowing each other emphatically.
In one beats a heart:
its drawers swing open and shut in slow motion, catch imaginary snowflakes which melt and leak down to collect in the swells ofher eyes
opening like butterflies
The other’s heart
is wet with vitality, desperate in its countenance
opening and reaching out to her like a legousia flower to the heat
offlavescent moonlight.

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Derek Coyle was born in Co. Kildare in 1971. He has been shortlisted for the Patrick Kavanagh Award (2010), the Bradshaw Prize (2011), and in 2012 he was a chosen poet for the Poetry Ireland Introductions Series. He has
published poems in the US, Mexico, Britain and Ireland; in Irish Pages, The Texas Literary Review, The SHOp, Wordlegs, Revival, and Cuadrivio.
K.J. Nolan was born in Dublin. His writing has appeared in Bard, The Shine Newsletter, Studies, Decanto Magazine /Anthology, Yareah Magazine (Italy) among other journals. A singer/composer, his music has been broadcast
on RTÉ national radio and he will be releasing his debut album with Eire Supply and Kudos Records this summer. He has just finished his second volume ofpoetry.
Sarah O'Toole was winner of the Aran Islands/Hillstead poetry competition in 1997 and travelled to Connecticut to read at the Sunken Garden Poetry Festival. She has been published in Emerge Literary Journal and The
Irish Left Review. Most recently, her poems were longlisted for the Over the Edge Writer ofthe Year. She has also written two plays.
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Knute Skinner
After the Storm by Marina Wild

A. E. Stringer
Deep Pink

Always
the candy heart dissolves, swallowed
by doubt halfway through
my signature, some stranger’s.
When I rotate these
warped shoulders back and down
and draw my waist up and in,
then tuck my chin, which angles
the neck upright, my body
relives in reverse the toxic years
that fixed its arc. I can only stand it
for a moment – it feels like
baby skin before the scars.
The small
man in the overcoat and driving cap
wears a surgical mask today like
always, swinging his cane
as he totters past the window. Maybe
his immunity has ebbed
in smog or the crossed signals
ofbody chemistry. He is the stranger
I most admire, forging a way
into one
more day, dogged against the bitter.
His eye rings are two bruises. Purple,
how did you get such depth?

The Clock in the Rented Apartment
Betanja, Slovenia, April 2012

A cat, an assemblage ofcircles,
lies on a cushioned chair, eyes closed.
A pot beside the chair, bowl-shaped,
contains ten circles ofpink petals
in a cluster ofalmond-shaped leaves
that look like pieces ofhard green candy.
Stage right, at the far edge,
the spindly legs ofa small black table
curl up to a circular plane
on which stands an egg-shaped lamp
supporting a round red shade.
Both table and lamp look down
on a brown woven basket.
The basket holds a profusion ofyellow petals
in a cluster ofalmond-shaped leaves
that look like pieces ofhard green candy.
A yellow, wide-brimmed hat
between the basket and the pot
lies centre stage on the floor,
the head that belongs inside it
nowhere in sight.
And up above all these
a second hand twitches from point to point,
from one Roman numeral to another,
passing the hand it will imperceptibly nudge
from two forty-five to two forty-six and beyond.

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Marina Wild is an artist and illustrator based in Galway who has exhibited in Ireland, Spain and Germany. An underlying theme in much ofher work is the cyclic nature oflife. She has provided illustrations for children's
books, and most recently for Rab Fulton's new book Galway Bay Folk Tales, published by The History Press Ireland.
A. E. Stringer is the author ofthree poetry collections, Channel Markers, Human Costume and, most recently, Late Breaking. His work has appeared in such journals as The Nation, The Ohio Review, Shenandoah, The
Cincinnati Review, and in the anthology Backcountry: Contemporary Writing in West Virginia. For twenty-four years he taught writing and literature at Marshall University.
Knute Skinner lives in County Clare. His latest collection, Concerned Attentions, has recently appeared from Salmon. Fifty Years: Poems 1957-2007, from Salmon Poetry, contains new work collected along with work taken
from thirteen previous books. A memoir, Help Me to a Getaway, was published by Salmon in March 2010.
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AN INTERVIEW WITH KAY RYAN, FORMER US POET LAUREATE
Pulitzer prize-winning poet
who read in Nenagh in August 2013 by invitation of the Dromineer Literary Festival

Susan Lindsay

K

ay Ryan’s poems are oysters to be swallowed in
one glorious mouthful before you return to prise
open the contents of another. Humour and
intellectual rigour intertwine. Her recent poems are
like an advance echo of a devolving universe. ‘I was
haunted by the image of a blue china doorknob…’ is
the quote from Robert Lowell that precedes her
poem starting with the line ‘Rooms may be using us’,
and ending ‘things we betray / were never our secrets
/ anyway’, and in ‘Salvage’, ‘The wreck / is a fact…’
continues on to ‘the self-taught / salvagers
disassemble / the unthinkable / to the un-thought.’
Born in 1945, Ryan was an outsider for the
majority of the thirty years of her writing life, before
her eighth volume of poetry, The Best ofIt, New and
Selected, won her the Pulitzer Prize – just after she
had spent two terms 2008-10 as United States Poet
Laureate to the Library of Congress. This collection
was brought out by Carcanet in the UK last year. She
wouldn’t have accepted the Laureate position if her
spouse hadn’t ‘pulled the cancer card’ and asked her
to do it ‘for me’. ‘She was right, of course. It was the
right thing for me to do.’ Ryan had feared it would
change her, so she decided it would be her job to
remain herself. ‘It’s not easy. You’re celebrated, pulled
out of the group. It changes you.’ However, ‘My
writing self has remained immune to the changes in
my public self. The experience of writing, the
condition of mind that I visit when I write hasn’t
altered.’ Despite the difficulties, an outsider has the
best of both worlds, ‘everyone loves an outsider…
fresh to people.’ ‘I’ve been still able to keep a little of
that advantage.’
All of her books are dedicated to Carol Adair who
she had to marry twice before they could be assured
their marriage was legally secure. Now a same-sex
marriage is recognised across all the States of the
Union but that was only put in place since Carol died
in 2009. She was undergoing chemotherapy when the
phone call, from the Library of Congress inviting
Ryan to accept the Poet Laureate position, awaited a
response.
Kay and Carol met in San Quentin prison – where
they were both brought in to teach. Carol instructed
Kay on how to get her job back – by abjectly
apologising for breaking the rule against
corresponding with a prisoner, even though it was
only about his appreciation of Ryan’s class, and by
promising not to break any others (Ryan’s inclined to
disregard rules). Carol was to be instrumental in
getting Kay’s poetry out, organising her to send out
poems in batches of five to reputable journals, saying
that they would continue to do this while expecting
to have one poem published in every one hundred
sent out.
Ryan’s short lines and wit are renowned. She loves
clichés, seeing it as her job to reclaim them, but she is
particularly fond of malapropisms – she merges parts
of different clichés, fables and aphorisms. In ‘Glass
Slippers’ ‘…most people’s feet will fit / into glass
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slippers’, ‘It is a singular / moment-tender,
improbable, / and as yet unclouded by the / problems
that hobble the pair / when they discover the missing
slipper…’ The poem concludes, ‘So many miracles /
don’t start far back enough.’ She is glad to be able to
promote some earlier work that wouldn’t have been
taken seriously before her success. It began when she
was inspired by Ripley’s Believe it Or Not! which she
advocates shamelessly and effectively. Her reading of
some of those poems among later work was greatly
appreciated when she visited the Nenagh Arts Centre
Theatre – recently refurbished into a particularly
attractive space. The theatre has a light-filled entrance
and a new lift to augment the stairs. The event was
organised in late August 2013 by Eleanor Hooker
and the festival committee of the Dromineer Literary
Festival as a forerunner to the festival proper, which
takes place in October. Their flexibility in being
willing to host Kay Ryan at a time when she could
come brought us this magical and thought-provoking
opportunity to hear the Poet Laureate who succeeded
Charles Simic.
‘Certain kinds of comparisons are facile: different
forms of eccentricity don’t make you similar.’ ‘I
actually hated Marilyn Moore’s poetry at first so, no, I
wouldn’t see her as an antecedent. I don’t think in
term ofantecedents really, more in terms ofpoets I’m
in sympathy with. Robert Frost. Yes. Emily
Dickenson really inspired me, and when I came across
Stevie Smith I was delighted and hugely encouraged.’
‘I believe poetry should be light but that doesn’t
mean it shouldn’t be serious. I hope my poems are
serious.’ Both of those things are what you can expect
from a Kay Ryan poem: you laugh – at the way a
recognisable truth is brought home. She is a master of
the short line. I forgot to ask, in our formal interview,
about the power she has been reported to find in
edges – the more edges you have, the more power –
and those edges make the poem vulnerable. So I asked
her to say more about that in the pub after her
reading, having first asked if it would be appropriate
to ask her, there, about her work. ‘Ofcourse, sure isn’t
that what we’re here for.’ She gave the analogy of a
chemical, copper for instance, in water. The centre is
protected but the edges are vulnerable and are

changed in the interchange wrought by meeting with
the water.
Ryan makes no notes, doesn’t carry a notebook and
– in her conversation with Paul Perry, who
interviewed her on stage – said that if she is out
cycling (something she does a lot) and poem-related
material pops into her head she knocks at it, saying,
‘stop’. She only allows such material to arise when she
sits down to write. ‘If I couldn’t write, I couldn’t
think.’
She was at her most passionate in our interview
when I asked her how she feels about the ‘teaching’ of
poems, such as ‘Turtle’ – there is debate online about
how to teach it. ‘…that’s exactly where the love of
language begins – with good fine teachers infecting
kids with their enthusiasm for literature.’ ‘I loved
coming to understand that there was intellectual
content in poetry. I was thrilled to find that literature
was as exciting and bottomless as science or as
anything (else) intellectually stimulating… being a
terrific discipline and requiring exactness …it
certainly isn’t just expression. I didn’t understand
what brain fun it is. I really loved that it set my mind
on fire, that it’s not just emotional or something like
that.’
‘I did a degree in English Literature by accident
and went on to study literary criticism at PhD level
because I didn’t know what else I wanted to do.’ She
completed the course work but not the doctorate. ‘I
suddenly realised I didn’t want to be a doctor in
something I couldn’t fix.’ ‘I didn’t want to read about
criticism ofcriticism – where the critics are talking to
each other and the literature is essentially lost.’ After
that she took an extended bike trip right across the
United States in the hope of answering the question
about whether to pursue the poetry that was filling
her head. Near the end of that journey, very fit by
then and having almost completed a long uphill
climb, her head was emptied and she had ‘that sense
of’ being able to be part of anything around her. She
asked her question again. ‘Should I go on writing
poetry?’ She heard the answer in a very clear voice,
‘it’s what you like to do.’ ‘It was that simple.’ She took
a job teaching part-time in a Community College –
‘not creative writing or literature, just basic English, I
wanted to keep my literature mind free for my
writing.’ She loves to read crime fiction, to get
immersed in a book and turn off her thoughts about
the writing. She also ‘loves to read aesthetic essays. I
love aesthetics.’
Ryan is famous for her recombinant lines. She loves
rhymes but not end rhymes, preferring herself to use
slant rhymes mid-line and to land on them. She likes
form but none ofthe recognised forms. She preferred
to use free verse to develop her own, leading her on to
write poems that have rhymes twisting back on
themselves. If I have understood her correctly, this
form of construction – along with the humour and
serious thought – forms the aesthetic of her poetry.
The lightness inherent in her poems should not

deceive the reader, it is there to convey a serious
thought but with the attendant message that
frivolity is not antithetical to serious intellectual
endeavour but, in fact, may be an essential part of
its nature.
‘I adore lightness. I seek it in my work… I think
lightness can be taken for insignificant. If you like
lightness – and if you like laughter you like wit –
it’s easy to be undervalued because those are not
the aspects of serious poetry that are easiest to
identify. But they are part of serious poetry. If it’s
going to be poetry, it has to touch…, it has to hit
all the notes. Right? It can’t just be fun… all the
notes on the piano, the whole diapason.’
‘We talk about the ridiculous and the sublime. I
would simply conflate them and say that they are
on top of each other and they are concurrent.’ ‘I
have poems that are ridiculous, for example
‘Home to Roost’, the chickens are circling and
blotting out the day. Well, that’s quite ridiculous –
because chickens are very bad fliers. In that sense,
it’s already funny. But then, very quickly, it isn’t
funny – even though it’s a very wild and funny
image – pretty soon it’s not funny at all.’ ‘…these /
are the chickens / you let loose / one at a time… /
Now they have / come home / to roost – all / the
same kind / at the same speed.’
She values the ‘uselessness ofpoetry’. Consistent
with the tendency to value less rather than more
and to turn things on their head in her poetry, she
tends to think ‘there is far too much poetry.’ Her
final advice after her performance was to, she
emphasised, well-established poets. She advised
them to write less.
As the Laureate there was great pressure on her
to present poetry as healing, or a social art, as
something that improves. ‘Poetry is savage, is
unpredictable. Poetry will go for your throat. It
will always surprise you and catch you off guard
and it is not kind. It’s not nice. It may sometimes
soothe but it’s just as likely to unsettle and I don’t
like for it to be made the adjunct for something
else. It’s not my interest to think ofit as a therapy.’
‘What I really think poems do is that they
generate an empty space, they generate a place
where nothing else is, where there is a kind of
freedom, they create a greater distance between
your atoms – ideally. I don’t mean that I’m
necessarily able to do that with mine but the real
thing is – they erupt and then open something.
Uselessness is another word for ‘emptiness’, and
something that can never be, in a sense, corrupted.
We can do anything we want with poetry, but
ultimately it’s freer than any uses we put it to. If
you lose, let us say, a silver coin in the cushion ofa
chair, if it’s found in a hundred years, it’s still
valuable. It has retained its value, nothing has
happened to it by its being lost. I like to think of
poetry like this, when we find fragments on a
Greek funeral stele it’s just as fresh as it was two
thousand years ago.’

‘I don’t have any sense ofprogress. I don’t traffic
in the idea of progress. I’m not somebody getting
better… who was it? Philip Larkin quoted Oscar
Wilde saying, “only mediocrities progress” – great
pedigree.’
The more recent poems in The Best ofIt, New
and Selected Poems had me wonder if Kay Ryan
was deliberately engaging with the notion of antimatter, the possible turning back of things that is
posited as a suggestion for when the evolving
universe might start devolving, folding back into
the dark from which it came. ‘Mmm…’ A sort of
undoing? ‘I like the idea very much. I have gauzy
ideas of science (but) I am very fascinated by
repetition. I’ve recently been interested in
chiasmus in poetry – it means criss-cross. Robert
Frost’s ‘Spring Pools’ ‘the watery flowers and the
flowery waters’ – where the words and the image
and the meaning criss-cross so elegantly. I love the
way things cross themselves out or undo, the way
repetition falls directly on top of the original.
There are all kinds of things like that that kind of
fascinate me. I never know what they are but I like
trying to get close to them, you know.’
‘I always have this kind of sense and feel this
when I read about certain other poets: you read
one poem extremely closely, early in your
encounter with a poet – Wallace Stevens, read at
UCLA – then I read more of his poems and I felt
as ifall ofhis poems had existed in that poem and
if I’d started anywhere else… This is Indre’s net
idea – that any bead in this great net reflects every
(any) other bead – that they’re all in any single
one.’
‘Nothing Ventured’, ‘…So if nothing’s ventured
/ it’s not just talk; / it’s the big wager.’ ‘It’s
interesting that you chose that poem. I love
proverbs, folk sayings. “Nothing ventured,
nothing gained”. But I think ofnothing as a sacred
place. Nothing is a source ofgreat solace for me, to
think about nothing – occupy nothing. I mean – I
think my poems have tried to protect nothing and
the very idea of nothing and the condition of
nothing.’
‘As soon as you begin to create something, you
begin to reduce the possibilities.’ ‘That’s a really
perverse idea, it’s really perverse! I’m not wilfully
perverse and I don’t like people who are just
contrarian for the sake ofit. It’s tiresome, ifpeople
are just perverse for the sake of just upsetting
people or being backwards. I just have found in
my life that I’ve had a number of responses that
require me to generate a space for myself. I mean,
… a lot of the assumptions of life want to
suffocate, me at least, and so I’ve had to press back
with my own understanding ofwhat’s necessary to
have a little breathing space.’

Frank Dullaghan
Dream Stealer

He will be waiting there in the sodden minutes
before you lunge back up through the surface
ofsleep, your mind wet with the swim
and flicker ofa dream, and he will cast
his line and hook it, take it offin his net.
You will be left with that sense ofvanishing,
the flash oflight on a salmon’s back
as it leaps through its startling luminance.
You will travel all day with the absence ofit,
a sort ofhunger that can find no appetite,
always turning around ready to embrace
something that is never there, lopsided, incomplete.
He will be offin his snug, peeling himself
from his waders, blowing the morning’s chill
from his fingers, before weighing your dream
on his scales and wondering ifhe should,
after all, have thrown it back.

David Landrum

My Dreams Admitted Colour

My dreams admitted colour: red fez hats,
green apple, azure, rose-pale yellow, orange,
parrots and toucans, brick, heliotrope
wove through the sackcloth / sepia / burlap text
ofmy night visions. Rooms whose shrinking walls
closed on me now close shaded ocean-blue,
not black. In arid worlds where neutral tones
prevailed and colouration was unknown,
brigades ofrainbow tumbleweeds roll through.
Out ofthe ivory gate and gate ofhorn,
the false dreams and the true, tonalities
like sprinkles on a cake, like northern lights,
like paper lanterns hung out on a cord
in bright hues interdict the somber ash,
the phantom-shades, night’s ponderous leaden-eye.

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
In 2011 Susan Lindsay’s debut collection ofpoetry, Whispering the Secrets, was published by Doire Press and she read for the Poetry Ireland’s Introductions Series. She has read her poems at Belfast Book Festival, Cúirt Literary
Festival, Clifden Arts Week and her poems have been read on RTÉ radio. Fear Knot, her second book of poems, was published by Doire Press in 2013.
Frank Dullaghan is an Irish poet living in Dubai, UAE. He has had two collections published by Cinnamon press and another is due out in September 2014. His most recent collection is Enough Light to See the Dark (2012).
In October 2013 he was a featured reader at the Over the Edge reading in Galway.
David Landrum’s poems have appeared widely in journals in the US, UK, Canada, Australia, and Europe. He teaches English at Grand Valley State University in Allendale, Michigan, USA.
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Liam Aungier

To Leonard Cohen

Leonard Cohen’s daughter is called Lorca.
He was Spanish – your first music tutor:
An exile fetched up in the north ofNorth
America, in the last months ofhis life.
And you: Mrs Cohen’s teenaged boy,
Well-spoken, Bar Mitzvah’d, (am I mistaken?)
Hugging the female shape ofyour guitar
As you climb up a flight ofdingy stairs
To a bed-sit where paperbacks are piled
Against a wall: Yerma, Don Quixote
(Was it not so?). On the floor
An ash tray ofstubbed-out cigarettes,
Your mentor sitting on a single bed
Welcomes you in an accent not your own.
Am I all wrong? But surely this is true:
That you think ofhim sometimes, even now,

John Saunders

Eglish National School

Still there, singular,
pluperfect build ofweeping walls
and peeping sash windows
through which her eyes must have strayed
beyond alphabet and abacus
to the un-prescribed geometry ofgorteens,
the angled stone boreens ofbog land,
a freeing from chalk and jotter
into the algebra offive acres
where wind blew wet and cold
and the rigid curriculum ofsubsistence
enclosed her poor life outside
this house ofseeped stone
where knowledge was sown
and suffering reaped.

When a friend awkwardly rolls a cigarette,
Or your hand holds the strings for that certain chord,
You who would name your child for a Spanish poet.

C.P. Stewart

James O’Sullivan

Some farmer, mindful
ofhis time and money,

He wore a long white coat
not to get chalk on his jumper
and carried a plastic compass
so he could draw circles, but mostly
make a booming sound when we drifted.

Sycamore

used you as a fence-post
all those years ago –
splitting that big field into two.
You, a sapling; me, a boy.
His fence is gone, a hedgerow now,
but there you stand, two thirds along,
forty feet and growing.
Those three grey weals on your fissured trunk.
Six strands ofbarbed-wire dangling down.
Old wounds, contained and overcome.
Passing on my morning walk, I nod.

There are Spiders

We were a terrible bunch,
asking questions in ignorance,
beneath the lofty standards
ofa man who had achieved much
and asked so little.
He had me once for drawing
with a pen – drawing is for pencils.
And I didn’t rule my copy in advance.
The night before I hadn’t slept,
for the fear offearing spiders.

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Liam Aungier has had poems published in The Irish Times, Poetry Ireland Review and The Stinging Fly. His first book, Apples in Winter, was published by Doghouse in 2005.
C.P. Stewart lives in Yorkshire. His poetry has been widely published in Canada, Australia, Ireland, England and the United States. Two year poetry editor of Sotto Voce arts and literary magazine (US). A chapbook of his
poetry, Taking it In , was published by Koo Poetry Press, 2009. Considering the Lilies, New and Selected Poems, was recently published by Wordsonthestreet, Galway.
John Saunders’ first collection, After the Accident, was published in 2010 by Lapwing Press, Belfast. His poems have appeared in Revival, The Moth, Crannóg, Prairie Schooner Literary Journal, The Irish Times, Sharp Review,
The Stony Thursday Book, Boyne Berries, The New Binary Press Anthology ofPoetry amongst others. His second full collection, Chance, was published in April 2013 (New Binary Press).
James O’Sullivan, a PhD candidate at University College Cork, has appeared in numerous periodicals and journals, and is also a published photographer and digital artist. James has been a guest reader at such events as the
Cork Short Story Festival and Canada’s Congress for the Humanities and Social Sciences. He is the founder ofNew Binary Press.
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John Thomas Menesini
Ixnay

the sky rolls by
acres and acres
ofblue
wind swept
sheets
dappled by
skeletal wisp
teased cotton
clouds
clumsy footed
I
down here
collect the teeth
lost on my last bet
never was a good gambler
golden days behind me
the cold whistles
through dark pines
brooding on my ass
gumming
old wounds
in my nest of
orchids
racing forms
& glass

Eamonn Wall

This Was America

The clocks wound down to stopped. They had.
And water-coloured. The red floor was washed
below by rain so what remained were grey
sodden dust sharp pebbles though the sky settled
again to its hostile blue and the doves gathered
themselves among the junipers till evening.
Shadows and respite. Our watch was this:
to take turns round the coffin. When one stood
to leave, we moved forward so one returning –
it was sister Nora this time – assumed the new
space in our chain, rectangular and clock-wise,
maintaining tradition’s fine pace. So cool it was
as I recall some wore coats air pulsing through
the vents, venetian blinds and curtains pulled.
Later, returning from the crematorium, we resumed
our seats and locomotions around our father’s
bed. We neither ate nor drank being not given
over to our neighbours’ fondness for rampage.
We did not talk. We had given-up on weeping.
Time was passing – we supposed for decades –
till one day the clock resumed: tocking, ticking.
Our mother, seated near three-o-clock, in her quiet
and efficient manner, rose. She opened curtains,
raised blinds, the room suddenly becoming
warm and alive again. We followed her
to the kitchen, and busied ourselves with preparing
breakfast. Folgers Coffee. The warm sun had dried
sodden paths, a layer ofdust had affixed itself
to the red bricks lining the path to the road.
Doves cooed in the higher branches ofthe oak trees
as clouds moved slowly from west to east
across the prairie passive sky. We stopped to listen to all
that did compose. Our world, mother said, runs
not on empty, was given breath by greater
power than us. Was this now America where we had never been?

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
John Thomas Menesini is the author of The Last Great Glass Meat Million (Six Gallery Press 2003), e pit ap h (Six Gallery Press 2007), and endo Poems and Sketches 2007- 2011 (Six Gallery Press 2011). He also appeared in
the anthology Honeysuckle, Honeyjuice: A Tribute to James Liddy (Arlen House 2006). He lives among the filth & throng ofManhattan.
Eamonn Wall lives in St. Louis, Missouri, where he works at the University ofMissouri-St. Louis. His most recent publications are two edited volumes ofpoet James Liddy's essays, On American Literature and Diasporas and
On Irish Literature and Identities, both published by Arlen House in 2013. Salmon Poetry will publish a volume of New and Selected Poems in 2014.
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Willem M. Roggeman

The Metamorphoses ofthe Poet, 4

The poet, at the moment, takes the form ofa tortoise.
He nibbles a word slowly, which sticks
like a blade ofgrass halfway out ofhis mouth,
and he stares at something, a speck in the distance,
but, being short-sighted, he doesn’t recognize it.
Like a giraffe, he gazes at the landscape ofthe language.
Sometimes, while walking, he munches a punctuation mark
or is trapped by distress signals.
Already, the earth burns his clog.

Like a unicorn, he wanders in the wood offantasy.
In each ofhis nightmares bars appear.
Often he feels an image stirring in his mouth.
Then suddenly he returns to himself: each new poem
always makes him a new poet.

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

T

Meditations on Death and Life
A Review of The God Thing by Susan Millar DuMars
Maurice Devitt

here is a telling irony in the cover ofSusan Millar
DuMars’ third collection: the spiritual essence
suggested by the sparse monochrome of Susan
Prediger’s image, immediately challenged by the
almost throwaway diction of the title, The God
Thing. This tension, between an unswerving faith
and the doubts thrown up by the realities of life, is
central to a collection which is dedicated to Millar
DuMars’ husband, the poet Kevin Higgins, and to
her late mother-in-law, Mary Higgins, whose life, and
death in 2011, are a clear binding force for the poetry.
The collection considers the dichotomy between
our physical and spiritual worlds and how they
interact at significant points in our lives. This
dialectic is underpinned by the structure of the
collection, set out in five sections – four named for
the elements, air, water, fire and earth, followed by
the closing section, prayers.
It opens with the powerful honesty of ‘Harm’,
which defines the landscape, both physical and
emotional, and showcases Millar DuMars’ ability to
use line and language to funnel emotion, from the
dark humour ofthe opening line ‘A yellow-grey ghost
in too-big pyjamas’ to the baldly assertive closing, ‘No
further harm will come to her / while I am here /
while I am here’. This opening tableau is overlaid with
a spiritual sensibility in ‘If I Was Good’, a poem
imbued with a deep sense of personal doubt, ‘if I was
a better person, I’d know how to say / that God is in
this silence’, although the magical image, ‘I’d have
faith to weave into / a ladder’, suggests a possible
solution for traversing the liminal space between
physical and spiritual worlds.
This search for an alchemy to convert conceptual

‘faith’ into a physical ‘ladder’ is the thread that leads
us through the collection, opening with the
claustrophobia of‘air’, where even writing provides no
solace, ‘All this white space / is where we pause, /
fight for breath’, while in ‘Undiscovered’ Millar
DuMars disavows any hope of a spiritual
reconciliation, ‘We’re machines, we break down. /
Nothing more. Nothing else.’
The tone of hopelessness is carried through to
‘water’, as ‘Wreckage’ opens, ‘I’ve lost myself at sea’
and ‘Grief’ closes, ‘I’m reading the future / and it’s
more / of the same’. A first chink of light appears in
the wonderfully-titled ‘Wallace Hartley’s Last
Moments Aboard The Titanic’, the poet indicating
how even after ‘the crack and gush and groan… we
will hear your song’, and this inchoate positivity takes
more definite shape in the magnificent ‘Learning to
Swim’, with its strong echoes of Sharon Olds. The
speaker describes her reaction to loss with the
startling physicality of being ‘Pulled through the
water like thread / in a stitch’, yet stresses that rather
than fight death we must celebrate life: ‘Don’t try to
move water. Let the water / move you.’
The first poem in ‘fire’, ‘What I Most Recall About
the Funeral’, is centred on the symbolism of ‘That
gold coffin hinge’, echoing back to the earlier poem
‘Clasp’, but now there is a ‘shiver ofmetal, / so bright’,
while in the eponymous, ‘The God Thing’ we see an
explicit shift from the ‘God, in whom I can’t believe’
to the ‘God, I wish I could believe’. This shift
foreshadows a deeper focus on questions of identity
as, in the words of ‘Madame Matisse’, the poet
wonders, ‘When did you stop seeing me?’ and
concludes, through the ekphrasis of ‘Hopper’s Sun in

an Empty Room, 1963’, ‘we’re left with just our
darkness – / and the light, the light, the light’.
In ‘earth’, hope ‘prickles / like blood returning’
(‘New Year’) and the poet arrives in Dublin Airport
to ‘The choir of faces’ (‘On Arrival’). The triptych of
travel poems, ‘From the Window of the Train’, ‘On
Arrival’ and ‘Leaving’, delivers a sense of progression
as hope segues into love: the poet pleads, ‘Let me see
us again / as I saw us then’ (‘To the Fair’) and
embraces reconciliation in the closing lines of ‘The
Lydias’, ‘We don’t waste time shaking fists at heaven, /
but choose who to love, and build them a haven. That
is our value’.
This paves the way for ‘prayers’, the ultimate bridge
between different worlds, described variously as
‘Small white roses’ (‘Sunday Morning, Lorient’),
‘Pink petals ecstatic / in summer rain’ (‘Prayer of a
Good Listener’), and ultimately ‘The ordinary
transactions of flesh / with which we honour what’s
beyond all flesh’ (‘Leaving Coldbath Street’). The
collection closes with the candour of ‘This is How
You Say Goodbye’, with Pre-Raphaelite images
reminiscent of Tennyson, ‘Calm water, / open sky.
With one lunge you push / the rowboat into the
waiting water’.
In The God Thing Susan Millar DuMars deftly
combines the competing forces of lyricism and
stillness to forge a work of cohesion and grace.
Opening with a sense of spiritual disconnection, it
moves through a process ofdeep reflection to achieve
transcendence, as the meditations occasioned by
death build powerfully to a celebration oflife.

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Willem M. Roggeman, a Flemish poet, has been a professional journalist and art critic at the daily newspaper Het Laatste Nieuws and has written articles in art magazines in Amsterdam and Brussels. He directed the Flemish
Cultural Centre in Amsterdam. He has published many books ofpoetry, novels, short stories and essays. His poems have been translated into English by Susan and Roy Eales.
Maurice Devitt has been nominated for a Pushcart Prize and was runner-up in the Cork Literary Review Manuscript Competition in 2012. He has had poems accepted by Orbis, Abridged, Skylight 47, Southword, Moloch,
Revival, Boyne Berries, Paraxis, Weary Blues, thefirstcut, Red Fez, Spinoza Blue, The Galway Review, Other Words: Merida, The Stony Thursday Book, amongst others.
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James O’Toole
No Comparison

‘Poetry is not real’
she screamed
‘I am.’
I must agree
she was
but
quite deluded
for she would come
go
like many before
after
unnoticed
unlamented
whereas poetry
would go on
invigorate, reinvent
refresh, shock, mollify
renew, revive
ad infinitum
and as we all know
poetry is fantastic in bed…

Kelly Creighton
Sex Education

I keep on bringing out the cervix that is
cross-sectioned and sitting naked on my desk.
You don’t know ifit’s for your class
or the previous, or perhaps the next;
but what I have found is that wombs stop
paper aeroplanes’ wings from folding themselves
and keep pens from scribbling notes that work
their way across uniformed knee-shelves.
When I hear the giggling gossip picking up
I squeeze a plastic ovary in my hand or else
I diagram a chalky phallus, dust to dust,
and listen for pricks ofyoung ears in noiseless

Kate Ennals

The Ancient Song ofthe Pebble
After William Blake

My slack white neck and crow’s feet,
degenerate and ageing hips
strain and heave for kisses sweet,
for his dry and mottled lips.
Degenerate and ageing hips
spread wide open in blue desire
for his dry and mottled lips
love fell in and turned me liar.
Spread wide open in blue desire
fearless, game, wild, unchecked
love fell in and turned me liar
shred my sheath ofselfrespect.
Fearless, game, wild, unchecked
I scatter careful to the clouds
I shred my sheath ofselfrespect
passionate, I laugh and shout.
I scatter careful to the clouds
I build a hell in heaven’s despite
passionate, I laugh and shout
an honest woman bound by delight
I build a hell in heaven’s despite
now seeking only selfto please,
an honest woman bound by delight
cold joy clings to love’s disease.
Now seeking only selfto please,
strain and heave for kisses sweet,
cold joy clings to love’s disease,
my slack white neck, and crow’s feet.

awaitings oftheir first introduction to ‘it’.
I talk around the guts ofthis almighty sphere
and I don’t admit – to keep your attention –
that sex is not on your syllabus this year.
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
James O’Toole’s poetry has been published in Poetry Ireland Review and also in the United States. His work features in the recently launched publication Behind The Masks. He was published in the two editions of Skylight 47
newspaper. He was highly commended in 2010 Over The Edge New Writer OfThe Year competition and longlisted four times.
Kelly Creighton is a poet and fiction writer with work currently and forthcoming in literary journals The Stinging Fly, Long Story Short, Wordlegs, The Galway Review, A New Ulster, Boyne Berries and numerous other
publications. Her poetry collection Three Primes was published by Lapwing in September 2013.
Kate Ennals was highly commended in the Desmond O’Grady Poetry competition in 2012. She was published in Skylight 47, in the anthology From Ballyjamesduffto Belleek published by the International Fund for Ireland
and Crannóg. Kate won 3rd Prize in the Dead Good Poetry Competition, run by Over the Edge and the Galway Rape Crisis Centre, in May 2013.
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Jimi Mc Donnell

Kevin Higgins

New Orleans,
the dream is in returning.
The South before me
as a dotted white line.
Solo this time around,
but never alone.

Bastard child ofan Easter egg gone
long into the bloodstream
ofsomeone who’s since seen
a doctor’s lips shape
‘possible diabetes’.

Gone South

To A Smarties Mug

Before I got you, abandoned
in that bottom cupboard, beside
the worst kitchen sink in Tottenham
you’d skulked there years minding
your own fungi.

New Orleans,
sing to me.
I’m sitting in Ahmed’s taxi,
as he recites some Persian verse.
Later, in another cab,
the driver lauds her lover.
‘I said to him “boy, ifI’d-a known
you were this good I’d’ve got with you
years ago”.’

Minutes from the rage that left
PC Keith Blakelock
macheted on the concrete;
you knew not a thing
when a woman with a bump, destined
to be Adele and the song
for a future James Bond,
padded a nearby street.

Louisiana, listen,
and follow me back.
To that June, with that girl,
and that washboard she bought
to play zydeco, baby.
Her thimbled thumbs were the din ofthose days,
but I no longer keen for her rickety-clack.
New Orleans,
louder please.
Call me back, ma belle ville.
Haunt these Galway days.
Remind me what it’s like
to lament the heat,
the sweat on my skin.
Let me know how it feels
to be burning
from the inside,
out.

Miceál Kearney
Daddy Dearest

The Colonel. Sir. Even now
when I’m in charge.
Despite a lifetime ofinsults,
orders and put downs; duty
is not a uniform you can take off.

Most ofa life you’ve travelled with me,
as the gobs that slurped from you
sundered into factions. Our
loud hopes become cigarette butts
passed out on bus station floors:
Enfield, Croydon,
Portsmouth, where I cradle you now
September evenings and know
end ofstory
this is not.

Last night I heard something:
your mug falling from your grip.
How sweet — you ruled with an iron fist
now an incompetent doddering old fool.
I don’t bother to investigate, help sweep up.
I just laugh from the comfort ofmy room,
my demilitarized zone, thinking
ofall the things you would’ve said.
Or wouldn’t. Quick with your tongue,
crueller with your eyes.

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Jimi McDonnell is a native ofTuam, Co. Galway. In 2011, his short story ‘Coole’ was awarded the Dublin One City One Book prize by Joseph O’Connor. Jimi has read at Listowel Writers’ Week, Clifden Arts Festival, Over
The Edge in Galway and Tuam Arts Festival. His work has been published in Bicycles With Umbrellas and the online journal Wordlegs.
Kevin Higgins’ poetry features in the anthology Identity Parade – New British and Irish Poets (Bloodaxe, 2010). Mentioning The War, a collection of his essays and reviews, was published by Salmon in April, 2012. Kevin’s
fourth collection ofpoetry, The Ghost In The Lobby, will have its Irish launch in April 2014.
Miceál Kearney, 33, Galway. Published in Ireland, England and America. Read as part of Poetry Ireland's Introductions Series in 2009. Doire Press published his debut collection Inheritance in 2008. In 2013 he wrote and
directed his first play, Never Ending Wild Stories, as part ofthe Claremorris Fringe Festival.
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Under the

SPOTLIGHT:

The Garden Room Writers, Donegal

T

he Garden Room Writers met in 2009 at
creative writing classes run by Ramelton poet
Denise Blake. We take our name from the
conservatory in which Denise gave us great coffee
and nudged us along the writing path. We write
poetry, fiction, memoir and for children. We don’t
all write with a view to publishing, but for those of
us eager to have our writing published the GRW is
the vital first audience. There has been great
camaraderie and support around getting brave
enough to send out our work, sharing successes and
rejections, and learning from each other about the
writing life.
In 2010, the writing scene in Donegal was
boosted by the arrival of a monthly reading series
and open mic in Letterkenny, called North West

Words. A few of us read on the opening night and
we haven’t looked back. We read as a group in
2012, with music by our friends and sometimes
Garden Roomers, Western Hemlock. Nick,
Deirdre and Maureen have all featured in readings
there and regularly contribute to the open mic.
From the beginning we have been eager to keep
our group invigorated and to that end we have
invited writers to give us workshops. This year we
organised a two day workshop in January with
Susan Millar DuMars and invited a writing group
in Letterkenny to join us. Since last summer the
GRW group has kept a private blog on which we
posted articles of interest on writing, news of
competitions, submission information and shared
our accumulating resources and exercises. After

We blog at gardenroomwritersdonegal.blogspot.ie and Ann tweets for us @GRWDonegal.
Gee, I've entered this competition so many
times! And no, I've never got anywhere in it.
I'm not giving up though - try, try, try again.

The last Thursday ofthe month means North
West Words in Cafe Blend Letterkenny.

practicing in private for a year, we decided to go
public this summer. We did not take this change
lightly. The writer Rachel Cusk described writing
as the act of putting what is private into the public
sphere. Over the years important levels of trust
have developed between us and this bears fruit in
the support we offer each other during the
transition from our safe and private writing world
to the sometimes wintry stare ofthe outside world.
Blogging echoes writing itself, where inner
thoughts are shaped and sent forth in hope of a
sympathetic reader. In some way, the group
nurtures that process, enabling us to keep laughing,
to keep open, and to keep daring to call ourselves
writers.
Ihave always left the Poets'House workshops with a
better poem than the one Iarrived with and
sometimes with a new poem begun.

Some things are just super cool, and you'll go and see even in the cold and damp Derry air. So, this
Saturday Iheaded into the big smoke (North West style) to see a showing ofMan With A Movie
Camera as part ofCinema City.

Nick Griffiths

More Than Spuds

I'd never heard before
Potato quality debated in supermarket aisles
By laity not chefs nor cooks
By people who called them purties
Floury versus waxy
Earlies, maincrop, second earlies
What’s best for mash, poundies, champ
Not chips
I'd never seen before
Potatoes in a pot
Boiled unpeeled, just dirt removed
To be individually selected by each diner
From a serving dish on the table
And skinned by them
Like removing flakes ofsunburn
And when I ate them whole
Was looked at in amazement
Asked did I know what they had grown in
And guessing the answer, wasn't even bothered
Whilst my hosts blanched

The Garden Room Writers are Maureen Curran, Annalisa Deeney, Damian
Gallagher, Nick Griffiths, Ann Hull, Noel Lenaghan, Deirdre McClay, Marian
Metcalfe and Annette Patton. Between them they have been broadcast on
Sunday Miscellany and published in Boyne Berries, Crannóg, Friction, Letters
Page, Letterkenny Annual, Linnet’s Wings, North West Words, Ranfurly
Review, Skylight47, Southword, The Irish Times, The Sunday Tribune,
Whispers and Shouts, Ulla’s Nib and Wordlegs.

Ann Hull

Camera Obscura

I mistrust photographs. I wouldn’t say they never lie.
The odd time they reveal the truth by accident,
But mostly they dazzle, misdirect us to the surface.
A voice cannot lie. It tells the truth about lying.
My aphasic aunt, after her stroke, could see the truth in faces, bodies:
whole and hidden lives were there for her to read.
I take so few photographs. They dictate what to remember,
give me one version ofwhat unfolds, reinforce by every view,
erase with repetitive discipline memories ofprecious visions.
There are no photos ofyour graduation.
Last night before I slept I saw you, three-years-old,
glimpsing the back ofyour curly head, as red-coated
you ran gleefully ahead. I followed, intoning
-Don’t let her fall, don’t let her fall.
But now I know that sometimes you fall upwards.

And the Donegal where I landed
Has lost the farmer planting spuds for family use
Found bags on supermarket shelves
Labelled "Produce ofIsrael"
And I think about the diaspora
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Kate Dempsey

Breda Wall Ryan

Snowed with icing sugar drifts
the top sliced, wings
balanced on sweetcream
perfection on a china plate

This shelter belt
on the edge
ofa Wicklow wood:
I have seen
faded photographs
ofheadscarved women
in a grove like this,
waiting, their backs
against winter-barked
trees, children
tucked under their coats.

She Was the Queen ofthe Butterfly Bun

Peel the papercase away
the ridges, soft and crumbled
release the calm vanilla
its subtle power scents remembrance
Breath in, your nostrils flare
hold back, not yet, not yet
moisten your lips, saliva flows
now, open your mouth, bite
Is it as good as hers were?
Pillow soft and light as daisies
let your tongue take the fullness ofit
swallow, probe out the final crumb.

Nate Maxson

Running away from home

Running away now seems as absurd as when I was a boy
And would angrily pack my suitcase
With peanut butter and jelly sandwiches
To stomp off
Into the woods that covered two blocks
Behind my house in the suburbs ofCleveland
Now
I can’t
Because ofa web ofthings
Contracts not broken,
Debts not paid,
Certainties not promised and booze not drunk
But it still has that allure
That smell ofpoison ivy leaves and nosebleeds
That need
To go past the bars ofmy insinuated prison
Yeah yeah, you all laugh
But I’ll do it
Don’t provoke me
And don’t think I won’t
Look!
I’m getting out the peanut butter
You motherfuckers.

Birch Tree Grove

On the frozen march
from the transport,
perhaps they wondered
at the absence ofice
on the black pond
behind the brick chimneys,
and the nurse trees
seemed a buffer
against rough herding
between rows
ofsinging wire,
a place to set down
weary bundles
and settle the children
out ofthe wind.

Rachel Coventry
At the Church

The men hovered at the door
hanging from their shoulders like crows.
She was boiling, the flame ofher
dancing beyond the limit ofher skin,
her anger curled into the wild sky,
no limit to the threat ofher
though she didn’t say a thing
she could have cut the skin ofthem,
she hated them, all ofthem,
men, the doers ofall things.

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Kate Dempsey’s poetry and fiction is widely published in Ireland and the UK. Her dinky book ofpoetry, Some Poems, was published by Moth Editions in 2011. She reads with the Poetry Divas Collective who love to blur the
wobbly boundaries between page and stage.
Nate Maxson is a 24-year-old poet and performance artist from Albuquerque, New Mexico. He’s a student at the University ofNew Mexico. He’s published two books, Vaudeville Jihad in 2011 and I Wished for a Serpent in
2012.
Breda Wall Ryan’s poetry is widely published in journals and anthologies. A featured poet in Authors and Artists Introductions Series, she has been twice shortlisted for Mslexia and Fish Poetry Prizes and won the inaugural
UCD Anthology Prize, Poets Meet Painters Competition and iYeats Poetry Award 2013. Her collection, And Other Poems was awarded joint 3rd in the Patrick Kavanagh Awards 2013.
Rachel Coventry writes poetry and fiction. Her work has appeared in Skylight 47, Burning Bush 2, Boyne Berries, Bare Hands, The First Cut, The Misty Mountain Review and is forthcoming in Poeticdiversity: The Litzine of
LA. She was shortlisted for the 2012 Over The Edge New Writer ofthe Year competition.
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Deborah Watkins
Missing

Hour by hour you lie hidden under forest light
as it rises and falls dimly through the trees.
Year by year you slip a few more degrees
into the earth while you wait and yet
your ending clings, like the lingering sound ofan old tune.

remain constant and strong – poised
silent cymbals in the theatre’s gloam –
they wait for the musician to stand,
take them in his arms and ring
out a crash ofsound that cries

Each season breeds cool abeyance –
wood sorrel drifts ivory white
while chard-green ivy creeps.
Dog roses run wild. They root in your place,
parade their disdain but your bones

I’m here, I’m here!

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

B

YOUNG AMERICAN
A Review of Consent by Kimberly Campanello
Breda Spaight

orn in Elkhart, Indiana, Kimberly Campanello
now lives between Dublin and London. I
initially encountered her poetry in The Stinging Fly
(2010). The poem that caught my attention was ‘The
American People’, which appears in Consent, her fine
debut collection, published by Doire Press (2013).
The poem’s structure is a series of incomplete
opening statements, all ofwhich can be categorised as
questions or comments which the world and
Americans themselves employ to interrogate the
American people:
The American people are
What the American people want is
Americans, yes, Americans say
The American people tell me time and
Your everyday American might wonder

David Bowie’s song ‘Young Americans’ (1975), from
the album of the same name, immediately came to
mind. For some, the lyrics reference McCarthyism,
black repression via Rosa Parks, and Richard Nixon,
(he is mentioned). Others contend that the song’s
central concern is how the world piles its hopes and
fears on Americans, or what Americans are supposed
to represent. Overtly, the song is about a couple for
whom life’s illusions have ended – the big American
dream is over. This tension informs Campanello’s
poem, and, I’m pleased to see, most of her entire
collection: she is political and fierce.
The opening poem is ‘Consent’, a jousting
examination of permission. On one hand we
‘Acquiesce and permit’ while on the other ‘We dock
the tails / of certain dogs that agree / with coercion /
not to resist becoming / the breed they were born.’
Strong material, delivered in precise language.
Campanello’s lines stretch and tighten. Several

poems are prose poems. Her focus on language is and they drop free…’ yet her view of nature is less
forensic, often playful, inventive, and at all times redemptive ‘…There are so many they will rot.’ For
complicit with its force. Consider ‘The Squatters’, a Campanello, authority resides in the person’s spirit:
poem in which we journey from the accepted
Let’s thank god for public beach showers where each
morning
meaning ofthe word, to:
I am squatting over you, here, on the bed,
and godammit, I have to put cunt
in a poem one more time
because you are looking up at mine

The collection invites us into the zone of the
dispossessed, vivid imagery startles us awake to the
worlds of others. Miami is the setting for several
poems. In ‘Little Haiti’ we encounter a
neighbourhood that is home to Miami’s Haitian
community. The offstage scene is the birth of a kid
goat, observed by children. ‘I look to the placenta in
the dust / and the bottle flies covering it.’ Later on –
‘…The cord hangs / from the baby’s gut, covered in its
very first shit’ – a deeply unsettling spectacle. Where
a less acutely aware poet could linger with a voyeur’s
eye, the poem’s punch is direct, the line oozes calm,
restraint and gentle irony: ‘The people missing limbs
who line the streets here / aren’t fresh, but they are
tidily placed / in memories of the Papa Doc days.’
Humbling.
‘22nd Street, Miami Beach’, a sonnet, references
Wallace Stevens’ poem ‘Sunday Morning’.
Campanello echoes Stevens’ ‘… late / Coffee and
oranges in a sunny chair’, with ‘… a $12 slice of pizza
and a $6 beer’. The Sunday morning scene is of
drunks ‘…sleeping it off on plastic bag pillows… /
Elsewhere, a census worker is lynched in Kentucky /
and proposing health care makes you a Nazi.’ Though
Campanello nods towards Stevens’ ‘green freedom of
a cockatoo…’ with ‘Let’s thank god it’s avocado season

the people lather up. Let’s thank god the old woman hit by
the cab
still has strength to stand up and kick the door.

Similar to all those who are achingly aware,
Campanello’s compassion is heart rending. The
reality of ageing in ‘Grandma’ offers tender,
unsentimental observations: ‘You know me / You
don’t know me / You know me,’ followed by ‘You are
still beautiful / Like a baby mouse / your bones and
veins / breathe through your skin.’ Again, in this
familial poem, Campanello marks the inner strength
and beauty of the human, illuminating the gentle
grace and tenacity involved in ageing: ‘You burn
through the bottoms / of four coffee pots…’ In the
closing lines, the poet makes a poignant request:
‘Take me to the kitchen / Show me how to do this.’
Placed early on in the collection, and like a sensitively
arranged exhibition, the poem at once propels the
reader onward, while promising (and delivering) a
deeper satisfaction on a second reading.
The rock n’ roll line in Bowie’s song is ‘Ain’t there
one damn song that can make me / Break down and
cry’. There’s nothing as shrill in Campanello’s poetry.
She speaks – not from some limited space – but from
somewhere close to the centre of life. Consent is an
assured debut, rigorous as it is timely.

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Deborah Watkins has been writing since January 2013. She has been working in the visual arts for over twenty years. Having taken several years break to have her family ofthree daughters, she started to write a blog about her
work in 2012 (www.deborahwatkinspaintings.com). This sparked her interest in writing, which has really taken offthis year.
Breda Spaight is a novelist and poet from Co. Limerick. She completed an MPhil in Creative Writing (distinction) at Trinity College, Dublin. Her work has appeared in The Stony Thursday Book, Revival and the anthology
Microphone On . In 2002 she was invited to read from her novel, God on the Wall, at the Paris Book Fair, followed by readings in Marseilles and Nantes (2005).
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Breach by Deborah Watkins

Marie Cadden
Makeover

Phyllis Kenny
Ironwoman

These shirts have lain
Three weeks or more
Remnants ofa briefmutuality.
Accusing reminders
Ofendless conversations
Useless past solutions
No reconciliation.
Crushed and crumbled
They await the scorching iron
At my hand, the steaming heat
That smooths the crease and fold
The ragged hem ofinability.
The iron moves back and forth
Negotiates the twists and turns
Ofcollar and sleeve,
With puffand hiss, and over all
The warbled words ofpopular song,
The shape and form ofshirt appears,
Delivered to grace again.

Ladies! Tonight
for your amusement and delight
our Beauty Gurus challenge
the most defiant stereotype –
and here she is – (gasp)
The Middle-Aged Woman Who Looks Her Age!
Come on everybody! Guess how old.
She looks fifty? She IS fifty!
And proud ofit, she says.
No longer needs the spotlight, she says.
Won’t fight menopause, she says.
Doesn’t know what WE know –
that today’s granny stays juicy til eighty!
So we’ll oil her fanny, peel her years,
cut and bin them, silicone pop them,
wax hoist hide suck stuff
them into control pants,
airbrush that wrinkled cleavage,
slice offthe jowls.
She won’t know herself,
smug bitch. We’ll put an end
to that sagging self-satisfied backside,
the saddlebags she calls love handles.
She’ll learn to rage against age.
A round ofapplause, puhlease!

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Deborah Watkins has been writing since January 2013. She has been working in the visual arts for over twenty years. Having taken several years break to have her family ofthree daughters, she started to write a blog about her
work in 2012 (www.deborahwatkinspaintings.com). This sparked her interest in writing, which has really taken offthis year.
Phyllis Kenny, wife, mother, grandmother. Native ofTipperary, Dublin and Galway.
Marie Cadden was winner of the Cúirt 2011 New Writing Prize for Poetry, runner-up Westport Arts Festival Poetry Prize 2012, 3rd place Francis Ledwidge Poetry Competition 2012, longlisted for Fish Poetry Prize 2013.
Poems published in The Recorder (USA), THE SHOp, ROPES, Revival, Boyne Berries, Skylight 47 and anthologies Mosaic (2011), Behind the Masks (2010) ( as co-editor) and Lady Gregory’s Townhouse (2009).
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Connie Masterson
The Janus Waterfont

I drive North
lured back to the womb
Fermanagh for Christmas
Each year I visit that ancient graveyard
on Boa Island and stand before
the two-faced stone, circle it
from one side to the other, struck, this time,
by the gouged-eyed, open-mouthed male,
back to back, with her carved calm
I dip my fingers into
the hollow
between the heads
and allow the water font
to offer me a blessing
A few days before the New Year
fresh from the birth canal
I see a newborn, couched
in her mother’s arms. Later,
on her father’s lap,
her tiny body
held between his palms
his lips laid gently
on the swelling
on the top ofher head
kissed with a trust
that love can heal
the bruise ofher entrance
and allow, in the space
between the bones
ofher flexible skull,
their fingertips to feel
the blessing pulse
ofher fontanelle

Celeste Augé

Carrying Water

In memory ofmy grandmother, Winnie Fahy (née Bohan)

It takes three litres ofwater
to flush the upstairs toilet.
Five litres to wash up after dinner.
I quickly learnt these amounts
carrying water from my neighbour’s house
the winter the pipes froze.
Granny would have laughed at my panic –
when will the thaw come, will we have enough
water for the morning, don’t empty
that hot water bottle down the drain,
I’ll use it in the cistern, when will the thaw come –
she who carried buckets filled with water
over the hill, enough for three babies
under five years, never mind the others,
day in, day out.
Let no one say
she went to bed at night without leaving
clean water in the house,
or that she wouldn’t have a spare bucketful
by the back door in case someone stopped by.
Open house:
she’d have the neighbours in, Chevasse,
the Master or the vagrant storyteller-drunk.
She kept up traditions without wanting to –
part midwife, part farmer, part mother.
Time didn’t even come into it.
Electricity and running water came
when all eight children had left.
She could listen to a dance on the radio,
draw a bath, wash the delph in the damp
back kitchen. Front door always open,
windows clean, otherwise
what would people think?

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Connie Masterson, originally from Co. Fermanagh, has lived in Galway for many years. Her poems have been published in Crannóg, Lady Gregory’s Townhouse, Behind the Masks, Mosaic and Skylight 47. She has been
longlisted for Over The Edge Writer ofthe Year 2009 and 2011 and shortlisted to read at the 2010 Cúirt Over The Edge Showcase.
Celeste Augé is the author of The Essential Guide to Flight (Salmon Poetry, 2009) and the collection ofshort stories Fireproofand Other Stories (Doire Press, 2012). Her poetry has been shortlisted for a Hennessy Award. In
2011 she won the Cúirt New Writing Prize for fiction. She lives in Connemara in the West ofIreland.
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Deirdre Kearney

Return to Chernobyl

In the city ofghostly signs
silence roars up empty streets,
a weak sun filters down,
ironic carnations shoulder their way
through dappled asphalt,
saplings thrust up from concrete.
In the Zone ofAlienation
tourists taunt their gods
and seek extreme thrills.
Resettlers find their way back,
the old man is king.
Eighty now,
what more can they do to him?
_________________________________________________________________________________________________

G

OBSERVATIONS ON
Richard W Halperin’s Shy White Tiger
Pat McMahon

ood poetry can be unpredictable, difficult and
infuriating. A number of Richard Halperin’s
poems were certainly infuriating to this reader.
We go to the poem ‘Ithaca’ expecting something
along the lines of the great Constantine P Cavafy
poem of the same name, which is a wonderful
metaphor for the journey of life with its opening of
‘As you set out for Ithaca hope the voyage is a long
one’, or Desmond O’Grady’s reworking of the same
poem with the opening line ‘It’s a long way to
Tipperary’ followed by the exhortation ‘If you decide
to go to Tipperary, set out while you’re young,
plucky; at that age when you’re bright-eyed with
visions.’
Oh, Richard Halperin, the opening lines of your
‘Ithaca’ are such a disappointment to those of us who
have read Cavafy’s and O’Grady’s poems of the same
name. You open with: ‘What were we talking about
before I fell asleep? Oh, yes. How The Odyssey was a
good tale well told.’ And then this: ‘About how beds
are in themselves cold and what a good idea on
someone’s part toes are.’ Hell! Richard, I don’t get it.
The Odyssey and the Illiad are great epics from
ancient Greece. I don’t see anything epic in keeping
your partner/lover warm with your toes on a cold
night, however comforting that might be!
The ‘Circus of the Perfume of Time’ is an
absolutely compelling title to a series offour Halperin
poems; the title could be a poem in itself. It conjures
up all sorts of images, ideas and possibilities. Circus,
perfume and time are words redolent of so much. We
think ofMarc Chagall who drew inspiration from the

theme ofthe circus throughout his life and who loved
circus people, circus performers and acrobats, with
their outlandish costumes and garish make-up, but
instead of the excitement and vibrancy of the circus,
the first poem in the sequence entitled ‘Rainy
Sundays’ is by Monday reduced to ‘a piece of
crumbled toast, [a]memory ofcherry jam.’ We are not
touched, we are not moved towards new horizons as
the anthem-like title ‘Circus of the Perfume of Time’
suggests.
One ofthe attractive features ofRichard Halperin’s
poetry is his use ofthe ‘list’ technique. List poems can
be traced back to ancient oral traditions. Part of
Homer’s epics employ the list and some of us will be
familiar from our youth with how the church made
use ofthe form in the litanies.
A fine example ofhis use ofthe list can be found in
‘On Revisiting the Lifework ofJoseph Cornell, 19031972’ which includes:
This is the New York ofsouls.
This is the New York ofthe perceptions.
This is the New York ofpure dignity.
This is the New York ofpure privacy.
This is the New York ofworms, angelic moths.
This is my mother’s New York, ofdesigns.
This is my wife’s New York, nests ofartists.
This is my friends’ New York, the town ofpals.
This is the New York ofdead grey money.
This is the New York ofwindow breezes.
This is my New York.

The list poem, it has been suggested by Brian
Clements and others, may seem specifically tailored
to the prose poem. In ‘Sleepy City’, which describes
Paris at 6.00 am, Halperin uses the list to good effect

to describe early morning in the French capital.
A frightened woman
A lad on a bike
A baker blinking flower
Rooks and crows
A girl running in her underwear
Seventeen people skittering

This poem concludes with the observations ‘God
self-smeared with ashes at what is done in His Name’
and ‘The right world beginning to peel itself away
from the wrong one Sleepy city.’ There is a strong
spiritual theme in many of the poems in this book.
People who have enjoyed John O’Donohue’s Anam
Cara and Conamara Blues will certainly enjoy this
book.
Richard Halperin’s work is full ofbeautiful images:
‘An aged sage gently rides an ox;’ and again, ‘Winter
day, the park all white;’ and yet again, ‘Let the reins
drop. The horse knows the way home.’
The title poem ofthe collection concludes with:
When I walk, the grace ofit makes God gape.
Each ofus has something removed before arriving.
And more while here.
Then, everything.
And?

Visionary and enigmatic, the poetry of Richard W
Halperin is less CP Cavafy and reflects more many of
the beliefs ofa poet like DH Lawrence who wrote:
For the knowledge ofthe selfapart from God
is an abyss down which the soul can slip
writhing and twisting in all the revolutions.

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Deirdre Kearney lives in Galway. Her poetry has been published in various magazines, newspapers and journals and has featured in anthologies such as Dogs Singing (Salmon) and The Clifden Anthology (Brunswick Press). She
also contributed to The Artistic Atlas ofGalway. Her first collection, Spiddal Pier, was published by Lapwing Press.
Pat McMahon directed the Galway County and City Library Service from 1995 until July 2013 when he retired. Before joining the Galway libraries, he worked in public libraries in Limerick city, Carlow, Clare and Mayo. He
is a member ofthe Board ofthe National Library ofIreland and is a former president ofthe Library Association ofIreland.
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Dan Pohl

In Memory ofthe Church Ladies and Reverend Bob

In the Sheds
Like animals, they find it hard to wait
For their daily corn and feed meals –
Gladys, Bea, and Helen – while the
Honorable Reverend Bob sniffs them
From his shed two doors down, sows
In heat but hungry and uninterested
In his needs, Maslow’s Hierarchy in its
Place about what’s important, to dance
Around the grain and each other, grinding
It up by molars, complaining out loud
With grunting tongues
In the Pasture
At his end, Reverend Bob costs more than
He’s worth, and Bea has turned bully
Knocking Stephen down as he sprints
Each day to fling and spread their vitamin
Enriched food before them, moving fast
Stepping like a water-walking Jesus lizard
In beat-up, tan work boots, most times
Winning, sometimes not, lucky to regain
His footing as their radar pings the target
Then he decides
In the End
No more piglets remain and Bea rests in the
Freezer; cash cuddles in Stephen’s new jeans’
Pocket to buy his safe retirement to ferment
Beer, feeding yeast, small critters that eat his
Sugar, a sweeter life, instead oftwo o’clock
Birthing that interrupts his sleep, taking him
From his warm comfort on winter mornings
But now, the livestock eats through the night
And he happily sips gold, making more money
In one than he did in eighteen years with the
Swine to tell stories with more friends about
Their doom and his luck to still have his life
Uneaten

The Disengaged by Dagmar Drabent

Maeve O’Sullivan
Black Ice

You turn left offthe main road, struggle
uphill for a while, and take a series ofharsh
bends before arriving at his door. Ifyou reach
the tracks you’ve gone too far and may get caught
in a series ofone-way streets. Watch out for black
ice, drunken pedestrians and domestic pets.
You may get a warm welcome, or a frosty one.
You may wonder why you bothered to come.
Mostly you step on eggshells, and watch
what you say carefully, although he
does not do the same. You hold
back, until the day arrives
when you don’t anymore:
you give just as good
as you get, bang
his door & storm
back to the car,
only to realise
you’re gated
in, trapped,
& only he
has the
code.

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Dan Pohl lives in Moundridge, Kansas, and instructs English composition at Hutchinson Community College in Hutchinson, Kansas. Woodley Press (Topeka, Kansas) published his first book ofpoetry, Autochthonous:
Found in Place, in 2013.
Dagmar Drabent, originally from Germany, is an artist and therapist and at the moment is studying for a PhD in German Literature at NUI Galway.
Maeve O’Sullivan has published her poems and haiku widely. Maeve’s first collection of haiku poetry, Initial Response, was launched in 2011 by Alba Publishing (UK), and her first poetry collection, Vocal Chords, is
forthcoming from Alba in 2014. She is a member ofHaiku Ireland, the Poetry Divas and the Hibernian Poetry Workshop.
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Des Kavanagh

Dagmar Drabent

Rahoon was green countryside
when it was built, Victorian style
with iron railings. Home (they say) to
birth, life in children’s laughter,
the elegance offamily daughters.

The sky dips a shade deeper.
I hurry to make up for lost time
but the way stretches longer
with every step through the mist.

Bleak House Revisited

For years now I’ve watched
its rusting gate
stuck half-opened.
Paint-flaked windows
with flimsy curtains
kept light and people out.
One day a grey bin
appeared and a lit bulb
shone dimly in a curtain chink.
I pictured sunken eyes
with eyebrows raised
in half-formed thought
in answer to my knock

The Way Back From the Cemetery

Grey brume
blinds the city below;
street lights
stick their finger beams
into the shapeless mass
and go blind too.
Shapes lose their meaning;
The city melts away
under my feet.
– then I do.

Bogusia Wardein

A Funeral Reception

.

‘you must be tired, you probably stayed up late last night’
‘she had long thick hair’
‘he pulled a fast one on us just before Christmas’
‘is this soup edible at all?’
‘you look really well, have you lost some weight?’
‘Alex wore a beard to hide the war scars on his cheeks’
‘the priest took 800 zloty’
‘it’s not deep-fried, it shouldn’t upset your liver’
‘the tombstone looked lovely’
‘he said three sentences about the deceased’
‘would you like to go to the theatre one day?’
‘I wanted to remove the coating from the chop but it didn’t work’
‘he graduated from…’
‘when will you visit us?’
‘he worked at...’
‘the grave was deep, wasn’t it?’
‘he died after a long illness’
‘even you can stomach this chop’
‘have you donated for next month’s service for the uncle?’
‘the toughest thing was to drag him to the table for meals’
‘we’re having a good time, Anna’s joke was hilarious’
‘people thought ifhe was lying quietly in bed
he didn’t bother me at all’
‘we had to help her on Monday, she’s alone now’
‘I was exhausted; people had no idea’
‘you washed the gravestone quite needlessly: it snowed’
‘three times a day x 365 days a year x 20 years’
‘luckily the priest didn’t mispronounce his name’
‘Jan is looking sad, do you know what happened?’
‘I haven’t been to the theatre for 20 years’

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Des Kavanagh, a native ofInishowen, lives in Galway where he has worked as a dentist. Since putting down the drill he has taken up the quill. His poems have been published in various anthologies and literary magazines and
were shortlisted recently in Cúirt, Fish and North West Words.
Dagmar Drabent, originally from Germany, is an artist and therapist and at the moment is studying for a PhD in German Literature at NUI Galway.
Bogusia Wardein was born in Wroclaw, Poland. Her poetry has been published in Ireland, UK and US. You can find more about her at www.bogusiawardein.com.
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Jean Kavanagh

Carlos Reyes

At night we walked
out on the land,
witnesses to
a reminder ofsky
coming in flashes and forks,
cheered to the thrill
ofbeauty and danger,
the mercy ofsudden
and startled display;
the air, broken
open with changes,
sparked a deep shock
ofsomething
that might be
called sadness,
sang in the
darkness between
each split-second pathlight
ofarrythmic timing,
a stab ofa moment
I want to believe;
then passing us over
as nothing
ofconsequence,
I reached
for the fingers
ofan invisible hand.

On another island
between the North
and South Channels
ofthe Lee, watching
cars crossing Clonthard Bridge.

Prairie Storm

Here, Again

I was thinking of
my halfbrother
face scarred from fighting.
He died fighting
battles we’ll never know.
Out my hotel window suddenly
breaking into my thoughts
a sea lion surfaces
from the brown river, unlikely
this far from the sea
in the city ofCork,
but he is unlikely, appears
when I least expect him.
His black head popped up,
then disappeared. I thought
I was hallucinating, then
his whole body broke
the surface.
He turned to me
as though he came with a message
warning me to stop and think –
before I revealed too much
ofthe story I often tell.
He was / wasn’t my halfbrother.
Warrior born under the sign
ofwater, drowned
in his own blood,
his strong heart pumping
steady as the diesel
on the Sinaway.
He comes to me in strange places,
not in my dreams
but disguised
as some other creature
in the real world.

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Jean Kavanagh has been shortlisted twice, in 2010 and 2011, for Galway’s Over The Edge New Writer ofthe Year, and in 2012 for the Patrick Kavanagh Poetry Award. Her work has been published in journals, showcase
anthologies for the Galway Arts Centre, and Salmon Poetry’s anthology Dogs Singing. Her first collection, Other Places, will be published in 2014 by Salmon.
Poet and translator Carlos Reyes lives and works in Portland, Oregon. The Book OfShadows; New And Selected Poems was published in 2009. A book of translations, The Sign OfThe Crow, by Mexican poet, Ignacio RuizPerez came out in 2011. His latest collection is Pomegranate, Sister OfThe Heart (2012).
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FOUNDATION COURSE
Poetry Masterclass with Drucilla Wall

D

rucilla Wall’s book of poetry, The Geese at the Gates,
is available from Salmon Poetry, having received
positive reviews from The Irish Times, the Galway
Advertiser, Western American Literature, and others. Her
second collection of poems and short stories is
forthcoming from Salmon Poetry in 2014. Individual
poems, essays, and stories appear in such venues as The

Artistic Atlas of Galway, Free State Review, Cream City
Review, Kalliope, Red River Review, Eighteenth Century
Life. She holds a PhD in English from the University of

Nebraska and works as an Associate Teaching Professor
and Poet in Residence at the University of Missouri-St.
Louis.
We asked Drucilla to take an anonymous poem and give it
a masterclass treatment. Here is the result. (Anon
highlighted in orange).

D

ear Anon,

There is much to be admired and appreciated in this
poem. I chose this poem for the masterclass because it
holds such richness, such resonance, that it makes me
want to talk to you about its layers, both present, and
possibly yet to come. Of course, in reading and
responding to a poem, the guide – in this case me –
brings her own way of being to the experience, along
with her own aesthetics. As I walk through the poem
with you, I will mention, here and there, some aspects
of my poet ways in hopes that you might better take
what is useful from my letter to you.
I look at structure and form in terms of how they
serve the purpose of the poem, rather than for their
own value. I see this poem, in its current form, as a
loosely built sonnet. It has two parts and, for me, the
first part works really well, but the second part is still
in need of development, perhaps to the point of
abandoning the sonnet form entirely in favour of
something longer. I will explore that possibility one
step at a time along the way.
IfI were able to speak face-to-face with you, Anon,
I would ask you a few questions about the context for
this poem. What is your own relationship to the
palace? To Germany? To motherhood? To
foundations and architecture? To things lost or
invisible? To the dust under the jack boot of
competing histories? You would talk about your
thought process and ask me questions in turn. I
suppose that is a kind of reading of each other,
intuitive and rational at the same time. Such an
exchange of ideas and aesthetics that can be very
useful for a masterclass. Through the give and take of
that conversation I could better respond to the poem.
I would ask you to revise it and bring it back so we
could visit its world again. That said, I do like this
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Foundation
In Charlottenburg, by the palace,
when the Lancaster bombers had flown,
clean bricks were picked from the rubble
stacked neatly, a thousand a time,
ten by ten by ten,
like an army in tortoise formation,
shielding nothing at their core
but an obscure greed to rebuild.
Buried
at the bottom ofa thousand bricks
flattened, a full dimension lost
like a child’s jumpy drawing,
too little left for a mother to tell
ifrosaries clicked and novenas knelt
have slipped away like sand.

writing a letter to you. It forces me to concentrate on
the poem alone. And, after all, that is the way poems
are read most of the time, once they take flight into
the world as separate entities from their creator.
Titles are important. ‘Foundation’ does some heavy
lifting for the poem in setting the central idea up
front. The question is, does too much weight rest on
that one word? Too soon to say, but something to
keep in mind. I like the forthright tone of the first
line. The word ‘Charlottenburg’ is as baroque and
heavy as the massive palace it describes. This line
places me in the area of what was called West Berlin
in Cold War times, beside the old palace that evokes
the excesses of Imperial Germany. I like the way that
works. Layers ofcenturies in one line.
Line two adds the specifics of the Lancaster
bombers, the heaviest bombers of the British Air
Force in World War II. They reduced much of the
palace to a burnt-out shell. In just two lines I can feel
the violent actions of two powers with definite
imperial bents – the bombers a force of the air, and
the palace a fortress ofthe earth, fighting to the death
in a past riddled with debris and blood. I thought of
the poem by Randall Jarrell, ‘The Death of the Ball
Turret Gunner.’ It is short enough to quote here:
From my mother’s sleep I fell into the State,
And I hunched in its belly till my wet fur froze.
Six miles from earth, loosed from its dream oflife,
I woke to black flak and the nightmare fighters.
When I died they washed me out ofthe turret with a hose.

For those of us who, like me, prefer peace and detest
all things that yearn for the extremes of power, the

poem already strikes a note of sorrow, ambivalently
mixed with admiration for both the grandeur of the
palace and the consummately effective battle rage of
the bombers. But what am I to do with that?
With an elegance I would not change, the poem
takes me into the world of rubble after the war. And
now I become interested in the speaker’s voice, which
reveals itself a little bit more. Wait. No, the speaker
remains veiled. And, this is one aspect of the poem I
want to question. The speaker keeps back from the
action and uses the passive voice to state, ‘clean bricks
were picked from the rubble / stacked neatly, a
thousand at a time.’ So the speaker was there to
witness this, but holds back from engaging any
further involvement in the action. Or, the poet is
creating the poem from information about, but no
direct experience of, the brick gathering. Or, maybe
the poet is linked through stories about this from
older relatives who were there? I am getting lost in
wondering about it. This dampens the poem’s flame
for me. What is the speaker’s relation to the action of
the poem? Maybe it would be interesting to have
something like, say, ‘We picked the clean bricks from
the rubble, until, a thousand at a time, we stacked
them ten by ten by ten, like an army…’ What would
that do to the poem? I think it would be one way to
increase the impact of the ‘greed’ that comes up in
line eight. Makes it more human. Invites another line
perhaps about how that felt. Would one have come
across human remains in the rubble? Or if not
remains of bodies, then remains of objects or bits of
beautiful paintings, a typewriter, or fresco? Even in
1950 or so, when the rebuilding began? Is the speaker
the kind of blessed and cursed person who does find
things in rubble? I want to think so.
The image of the stacked bricks ‘like an army in
tortoise formation’ works really well as it alludes to
the tactic used by the Roman Legions, perhaps the
original empire builders of the Charlottenburg area,
as a defensive method for shielding troops and other
military assets from incoming missiles and other
attacks. But in the poem, the tone becomes more
direct in the subsequent two lines that state,
‘shielding nothing at their core / but an obscure greed
to rebuild.’
For me this is the place where the poem reaches a
wonderful fullness of meaning with layers of cold
history and palpable human suffering co-mingling.
The mania for rebuilding contained in that word
‘greed’ combined with the image of recovered stacks
of bricks, reflect not a valuing of the majesty of the
architecture and art of the past, but rather a
nothingness of pride and zeal misplaced in this
project. The economy of language is impressive. And
I notice that I am about halfway to a sonnet on the
page, if I interpret the form as a contemporary,
somewhat flexible form. All very good. Very difficult
to achieve. A finished feeling to the poem up to here.

The single word ‘Buried’ marks the mid-point line,
and announces the turn in the poem. From here on I
find myself grasping for what the poem is trying to
tell me. There may be a kind of grammar issue that is
affecting clarity for me. I will address this point first,
because it may offer a useful way to explore how the
poem could be further developed. I will ignore line
breaks and deal with this stanza simply as a sentence.
It starts ‘Buried at the bottom of a thousand bricks
flattened’. This is the first dependent clause that refers
to a subject yet to come in the sentence. Then the
next dependent clause adds another descriptive
element, ‘a full dimension lost like a child’s jumpy
drawing’; followed by the next dependent clause that
adds ‘too little left for a mother to tell if rosaries
clicked and novenas knelt have slipped away like
sand’. No subject.
Let me streamline this a little. We’ve got ‘Buried, a
full dimension lost, too little left.’ The subject is never
mentioned. Not that poems must always be
grammatically correct, far from it, but I do find this
stanza to have potential for a much more solid effect.
I realize it would be too obvious if you were to state
outright what exactly is buried – many things, and
much lost, and maybe nothing. I get that. But I also
see a missed opportunity here. And this is such a fine
poem that I would like to see it come into its own,
more developed, if only by a few lines. It would not
take much. I think it would be worth sacrificing the
sonnet-like form in order to let the poem say more,
breathe more on this troubling ground.
The problem for me as the guide is that, dear
Anon, I do not know exactly what you should do to
bring the poem to its fullest life. I can, however,
express to you how I read that last stanza and raise
questions for you to consider. I also hope that, by this
point, I have communicated clearly that I love this
poem. Really love it. I can’t get it out ofmy mind. So,
here goes. The gloves are offfor the second stanza. All
in the name oflove.
You have deployed the images of both mother and
prayers. Those items never appear without doing
something, but here they are passive and somewhat
stereotypical. This is not a passive poem, so I question
why the only human being in the poem, a mother,
would be so vaguely drawn. I am going to take a
chance and go a little overboard here with the mother
image. It may sound silly, but I want to make the
point that the conventional use of this image can be
better used if the mother figure goes against type
while staying believable.
So, for what it’s worth, I can tell you – and I speak
as a mother and a poet here – there is never too little
left for a mother to tell. We may be wondering about
clicking rosaries and the like, but we know the thing
at the heart of it. And we are not pleased, not
amused, with the belittling nonsense of violence and
bricks. If all this blood and death and ruins and grief
was for nothing more than the chance for other,
newer forms of imperial power to regenerate, rebuild,
and re-oppress the decent ordinary people, then we
know it. If that is what you are getting at, do more
with it in the poem. Mothers will remind you of just

what is important, whether you like it or not. We roll
like that. Our efforts at love, life, and all that good
stuff, may seem like they have slipped away like sand
at times. But then, something happens, something
seemingly small, and it is not all sand after all. So if
you want to end with the image of a mother, maybe
she could be doing something other than wondering.
Or something in addition to wondering, because
mothers are always doing some damn thing, even if it
is only to shake a small fist, or, on a good day to die,
heave a small foot into the butt ofthe Devil.
And one other thing, the speaker in the poem is
too hidden. He or she seems to have some relation to
the subject of the poem, but this is avoided. It is all
too coy. Maybe let the speaker actually see things
happen in the present in some way in the second
stanza. I would not change the first stanza at all, of
course. Is the speaker implicated in some guilty way?
Is this a poem of politics? Is this a poem of
mourning? Ifthe foundation – as the title implies – is
laid on shifting sand, then that further implies
problems at the core of the rebuilt palace. Could just
an additional phrase or line do something with this,
or maybe with the very different story of the Berlin
Palace? I am not suggesting that you should do any
such thing, but rather I am offering all that I have in
response to your wonderful poem.
In researching some basic information about the
allusions of the poem, I noticed that the palace of
similar grandeur that stood in East Berlin, the Berlin
Palace, was also nearly destroyed by the Allied forces
in WWII. But in about 1950, when restoration
efforts were beginning to get underway for the
Charlottenburg Palace in West Berlin, the East Berlin
government decided to tear down the Berlin Palace
rather than restore it. Some say the two palaces were
almost twins. I am not sure what to make ofthat, but
it does seem to resonate with the poem.
In closing I would like to say again that I enjoyed
this poem very much. It is beautiful, intense, well
crafted, and disturbing in the best sense of that word.
My masterclass for this poem is aimed at further
refinement and development of the already excellent
poem. I sense that you, Anon, are holding back and
being tentative for some reason, particularly in the
second stanza. I hope to free you from that attitude in
your writing, so you can do some fairly light, yet
important, final revisions before sending this poem
out into the world. Please let all your horses run.
Yours,
Drucilla Wall

I

n relation to the form of the poem I feel
that the ‘loosely built sonnet’ gives a solid
mass oftext on the page that loosely resembles
either a single brick or a stack of bricks. As
such I would like to retain this form while still
attempting to incorporate some of your later
suggestions for improvement.
The genesis of the poem is a memory of a
scene from a novel (title and author are
unfortunately forgotten) where a young boy is
playing in post-war ruins while bricks are
being piled nearby, hence the passive witness
was seen as the most appropriate voice for the
speaker. (I do agree that the ‘we picked’
suggestion makes the poem more human, but
would this approach be valid?)
This brings me to the second ‘stanza’. The
unmentioned subject in this stanza is, for me,
the grouping of those that do not return from
war or are returned badly damaged, ‘a full
dimension lost’. Were their mother’s / sister’s /
partner’s prayers for a safe return unanswered
or should they be thankful for the return of a
husk or even a corpse instead of a husk? I do
like your idea of the mother ‘doing something
other than wondering’. In an attempt to
incorporate the notion of her fuming at being
left to do the caring, my first attempt at rewriting stanza two appears in the poem below:
Yours,
Anon

Foundation
In Charlottenburg, by the palace,
when the Lancaster bombers had flown,
clean bricks were picked from the rubble
stacked neatly, a thousand a time,
ten by ten by ten,
like an army in tortoise formation,
shielding nothing at their core
but an obscure greed to rebuild.
Buried
at the bottom ofa thousand bricks,
flattened, a full dimension lost
like a child’s jumpy drawing.
So little left for a mother to care for,
she resents, in the dark, those prayers
that have slipped away like sand.
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Libby Hart
Peregrini

I imagine them, all ofthem,
walking on water to far-flung landfall,
their bare feet treading the lapping wave.
Not a syllable spoken for decades,
but every hair ofancient beard
a line ofpsalter.
One ofthem accepts the fish offering
from sea otter
then crawls back into his cave.
A whirr ofpuffins yonder,
their companion wind birling.
Aurora
I watch the spirit ofCaliban rise to meet them:
quiet men until the drink sets in,
the weight ofabsence fierce on their tongues.

Each hand remembers what it clings to,
each smoke ofthought is read with closed eyes.
They pray to dream again, to go towards calm.
I step out ofthe room and into edgeland.
Behind me: a honey jar oflight through opened door.
Before me: dawn’s blood-warm rumour.

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Libby Hart is the author oftwo books ofpoetry: Fresh News from the Arctic, which won the Anne Elder Award and This Floating World, which was shortlisted for the Victorian Premier’s Awards and the Age Book
ofthe Year Awards, and longlisted for the Prime Minister’s Literary Awards. Her third collection, Wild, is forthcoming in 2014.
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